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Upstairs, downstairs

High time the Presidenta da Junta concluded. For a Requalificação, you bet. Higgledy-piggledy.

Over the years. Half rotten here and there. As rickety as anything. Too dangerous gradually.

Pleasant

To come up safely. For a sneak peek at the town. Like a snail the viewpoint is hanging. Over the height on which it is built. A bit hidden above

the bay. Via the shortest route. Up, through the square at the beach. Steep up over Escadinhas do Mar.

Spread out at your feet. A quiet village center. Arranged as a composition on a postcard. With the ocean to the right. Straight ahead, the gaze

is directed downwards. Along the tall palms. Waiving at you from the mini boardwalk. Winding up like a snake. The main street on your left.

A soothing sight. Escaped from mass tourism. So little to experience in this fisherman’s settlement. For party animals and party tigers. A few

bars and restaurants. Where sardines come on the table.
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Freshly caught. From the fishing boat to the dining table. Straight on the grill. A little olive oil, garlic and parsley. Put some salt on and enjoy it.

At least, if you love these fish. They give your immune system a boost. Moreover, they are good for the skin and strengthening for the bones.

Lucky

Traditional life goes its own way. Cozy especially in those authentic hamlets inland. Where it seems like time stood still. Even here on the

coast. With a bit of luck you will find more. Some forgotten coincidences. Not taken over by a tidal wave of globetrotters.

Neighborhoods that are nearly extinct in the afternoon.

When the locals have lunch (almoço). Or take a nap. A sigh of relief. Not everywhere traveling hordes. With bare bellies. The most beautiful

sweat stains under their armpits.

Alone with the silence. Walking through the valley. In pleasant company. From the rushing wind. Gently stroking the pine branches. Almost

overwhelmed by a heady scent. Carried trough the sky. In a hint that touches the plantation.

Drowsily

Loaded with orange trees. Of which the blossoms are in full bloom. Halfway I think I already smell it. That aroma of freshly roasted coffee

beans. Blended with the scent of spring soils. The terrace of Caffé Creme is deserted. Shunned like the plague. By the regular visitors who are

at home. Craving for a boost.
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Anxious about contamination hazard. Pending government action. Not for a while a quick bica, a galão or com leite. Walking by as the sun

climbs to the highest point. Colorized in a cloudless firmament. Bluer than blue. Lomer than loom is almost impossible. On the way back

stared at by empty patio tables. Irresistible to escape their call.

My eyes only open again. When the sun has nearly dropped. As if the environment is freeing itself. From the glare of the sharp sunlight. Barely

extricating myself.

From my slowly fading thoughts. Shaking off the dreaminess. Back to everyday reality.

Concern

Staying at home en masse to contain dispersal. Less pleasant for your mental health. In Portugal, a country where social life takes place

outdoors. She stares grimly at the television. To which an endless stream passes. From increasingly disturbing news. Até amanhã, she says,

after she puts a smile on her face.

Uncertain times lie ahead. For the manageress of the pastelaria. The next day the windows are taped. The patio chairs put inside. Leaving

behind a small empty square that offers a desolate sight. The stability has disappeared. What many cling to. Facing an unknown future. Well,

uncertainty and fear. They are also part of life.
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Hopeful

The stairs of comparison. Handy in use. To contrast differences. The staging stairs, rather ordinary. The magnifying does it better already.

Incomparable with the superlative, obrigadissimo! They are brand new. Excellent even. Certainly unsurpassed.

The renovated Escadinhas do Mar. For everyone who dares to climb, harmless. To surface safely. Maybe got rid of this nightmare in a flash.

We all hope so. Wholeheartedly. Core healthy and smooth, looking forward. As it once was, again with peace of mind. From the early morning

until the late evening. Upstairs, downstairs
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